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S
uppression of reflection of light at the
interfaces of dielectric media is of crit-
ical importance in many applications.

Light reflection from the surfaces of trans-
parent optical elements such as lenses, solar
cells, detectors, and displays can signifi-
cantly deteriorate the optical performance
of the device by causing stray light or by
reducing the efficiency. Therefore, optical
surfaces are often covered with antireflec-
tive (AR) layers in order to eliminate or reduce
reflection while enhancing the transmis-
sion. Mostly these surfaces consist of
vacuum-deposited dielectric coatings whose
functional principle is based on thin film
interference, and thereby reduce the inten-
sity of the reflected wave. However, this
technique has a number of severe draw-
backs. First, in order to achieve well-defined
broad-band AR properties over oblique in-
cident angles, a large number of thin film
layers have to be applied with high preci-
sion, which can become too costly for some
applications.1 In addition, obtaining dielec-
tric AR coatings is challenging in the ultra-
violet (UV) range, as the choice of suitable
coating materials with sufficiently low ab-
sorption becomes very limited. Moreover,
when used with high-power lasers, the fra-
gility of AR coatings can severely restrict
their use. A potential alternative to dielectric
coatings that can address some of these
limitations is provided by subwavelength
surface gratings. This approach is highly
nature-inspired, thus these types of periodic
surface relief structures were originally dis-
covered on the cornea of night-flyingmoths
by Bernhard.2 Since then, patterning sub-
wavelength grating structures3-10 has at-
tracted substantial interest as a powerful
method for obtaining AR properties. Oblique

incidence thin film deposition methods,1 re-
plicated polymer structures,2,3,11-13 tailored
silicon surfaces,14-16 etched fused silica and
glass surfaces,7,8,12 carbon nanotube arrays,9

and nanoporous polymers10,17 have been
utilized for obtaining optical surfaces with
AR properties.
While there are similarities in how the

nanostructured and dielectric film-coated
surfaces lead to reduced reflection, nano-
structured surfaces open up new dimensions
of parameters that are not readily available
in dielectric coatings. According to scalar
diffraction theory, the reflectivity of a sub-
strate covered with a thin dielectric layer is
eliminated when the two interfaces gener-
ate two reflected waves of (i) equal ampli-
tude and (ii) opposite phase. According to
the well-known Fresnel formulas, the reflec-
tivity of a layer is determined by matching
the refractive index ratios on both interfaces
of the thin film (see Figure 1). This leads to
the AR criterion n1 = (n0n2)

1/2,18 where n1, n0,
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ABSTRACT We present a simple and cost-effective method for the fabrication of antireflective

surfaces by self-assembly of block copolymers and subsequent plasma etching. The block copolymers

create randomly oriented periodic patterns, which are further transferred into fused silica substrates.

The reflection on the patterned fused silica surface is reduced to well below 1% in the ultraviolet,

visible, and near-infrared ranges by exploiting subwavelength nanostructures with periodicities

down to 48 nm. We show that by choosing the appropriate block copolymers and pattern transfer

parameters the optical properties of the antireflective surface can be easily tuned, and the spectral

measurements verify a significant reduction of the reflectivity by a factor of 10. The experiments,

confirmed with simulations based on rigorous diffraction theory, also show that the tapered shape of

the nanostructures gives rise to a graded index surface, resulting in a broad-band antireflective

behavior.
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and n2 are the refractive indices of the AR thin film and
media in the incident and transmission sides, respec-
tively, which satisfies the first condition. In the case of a
normal incidence, the second condition is fulfilled
when a layer thickness d is equal to a quarter of the
light wavelength inside the dielectric coating layer, d =
λ/4n1, where λ is the wavelength.

A grating on a surface can be used to obtain an
arbitrary refractive index formed in the modified
grating region by engineering the geometry of the
grating structures. For a subwavelength grating per-
iod, p < λ/(n2 þ n0|sin θ|), where θ is the incident
angle, there are no propagating diffraction channels,
but the grating can still significantly harness the
intensity, phase, and polarization of the transmitted
and the reflected waves.19 For a binary grating shown
in Figure 1b, the effective refractive index, neff, is
given by the formula neff = (n1 - 1)DC þ 1, where
the duty cycle DC is defined as the ratio of the
dielectric grating line with a width w to the grating
period p. When the surrounding medium is air and
the grating is of the same material as the substrate,
the optimum duty cycle in terms of the AR criterion is
DC = (

√
n2- 1)/(n2- 1). For example, when consider-

ing glass materials with refractive index values of
approximately 1.5, one can calculate the optimal DC
to be 0.45. This type of binary subwavelength grating
basically exhibits the same spectral response as a
single-layer dielectric AR coating. Alas, in both of
these cases, the AR functionality is achieved only over
a narrow wavelength range. However, the wave-
length range can be broadened by varying the re-
fractive index to continuously change between the
two surrounding media (see Figure 1c). Performance
of such graded index surfaces withmore profound AR
properties has been investigated by Lowdermilk.8

The analogous AR grating structure would need to
have a continuous change in neff, meaning that DC
should continuously change along the depth of the
grating lines, which can be achieved by tapered line
profiles (see Figure 1d). An optimal subwavelength
structured AR surface would consist of randomly
oriented subwavelength gratings having tapered
structure profiles. When the subwavelength grating
is made from the same material as the substrate, the
index matching at the substrate interfaces can lead to
highly improved AR performance.12,20,21

Applying purely lithographic techniques for fabri-
cation of the randomly oriented graded index struc-
tures is challenging and expensive, in particular, over
large areas and on curved surfaces. Furthermore,
according to the subwavelength criteria, an AR sur-
face suitable for UV range has to have a grating period
of 100 nm or smaller. In terms of usual lithographic
resolution specifications, this is only available through
advanced methods such as electron beam, deep-UV,
or extreme UV interference lithography.22 Nanopat-
terning using self-assembled block copolymer (BC)
structures offers an ideal solution for high-resolution
patterning due to its ability to produce ordered
nanostructures over large areas with periodicities in
the relevant range.23,24 Block copolymers can form
grating structures inexpensively and with high
throughput, which makes the technique attractive
for manufacturing AR surfaces for a wide variety of
applications. In this paper, we present a simple and
efficient method for producing highly periodic
graded index subwavelength nanostructures with
highly efficient and broad-band AR properties from
near-infrared (NIR) to UV ranges.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Block copolymer patterns consisting of polystyrene
(PS) and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) with vary-
ing periodicities were fabricated on fused silica (FS)
substrates by self-assembly and by choosing different
copolymer blends for obtaining different periodicities.
By selective removal of the PMMA by oxygen plasma
etching,26 self-assembled 35 nm thick PS mask layers
with three different grating periods of 48, 76, and
100 nm were obtained on the substrates. Figure 2a
shows a typical scanning electron microscope (SEM)
image of the 48 nmperiod PS structure on a FS substrate
before the pattern transfer. Even though the structures
are randomly oriented, they exhibit a high degree of
periodicity. For the study of AR properties, the PS
pattern was transferred into the FS substrate by using
two plasma etching steps, which are shown in Figure 3.
This process results in a purely dielectric AR nanostruc-
ture area over the FS substrate. Figure 2b shows a
cross-sectional SEM image of 100 nm period FS nano-
structures with a sidewall angle of around 12�, which is
typical for our FS etching process. The depth of the

Figure 1. Schematic picture showing different methods for
suppressing reflection froma surface. (a) Applying a coating
layer, (b) structuring the surface with a binary shaped
pattern, (c) obtaining a graded index surface without sharp
interfaces, and (d) structuring the surface for obtaining
graded index modulation.
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structures is controlled by the FS etching time. How-
ever, because of the side wall angle, the maximum
depth that can be achieved is limited by the period.
We investigated the reflectivity of FS substrates

structured with three types of AR nanopatterns having
periodicities of 48, 76, and 100 nm by using spectros-
copic measurements. The reflectance spectra over the
UV-NIR wavelength range for AR patterns with differ-
ent etching times andwith 100 nmperiod as well as for
unpatterned substrate surface are shown in Figure 4.
Over this measured range, the unpatterned FS is known
to reflect around 4% of the incident light.18 After
modifying the surface with the nanostructure, the
reflectivity of the FS surface is reduced over a broad
wavelength range by a factor of 10, resulting in reflec-
tivities below 1%. With the longest etching time, the
reflectance spectrum exhibits a minimum at a wave-
length of approximately 500 nm. When the etching
time is decreased, the dip in the reflectivity spectra is
systematically blue-shifted due to the reduced nano-
structure height in accordance with the aforemen-
tioned thin film interference theory.
Also, depending on the structure profile, the wave-

length range showing the strongest suppression of

reflection can be varied, as shown in Figure 5. The AR
wavelength range can be tuned by choosing the
optimal BC period. In addition, the best structure
profile leading to the lowest broad-band reflection
for a given period is obtained by finding the FS etching
time producing the tapered side wall angle with an
optimal depth. For our structures, this was reached by
varying the etching time between 6 and 12 min,
depending on the period. With etching times of 720,

Figure 2. SEM images of (a) the PS structures with a 48 nm period after selective removal of PMMA and (b) a cross section of
100 nm period structures etched deep into fused silica for 720 s.

Figure 3. Fabrication process for transferring the PMMA-PS block copolymer AR structure into fused silica (FS). (a) After
selective removal of PMMA, (b) the PS is used as an etchingmask in chlorine-based plasmaetching to penetrateCr, afterwhich
(c) the Cr is used as an etchingmask to transfer the pattern into FS by fluorine-basedplasma etching, and (d) the Cr is removed
by wet etching.

Figure 4. Experimental reflectance spectra of unpatterned
and patterned fused silica (FS) surfaces for a 100 nm period
nanostructure for various fused silica (FS) etching times.
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540, and 360 s for periods of 100, 76, and 48 nm,
respectively, we obtained reflectance minima at approxi-
mately 550, 380, and 280 nm, respectively (see Figure 5).
For a better understanding of the AR properties, theo-

retical analysis based on widely used rigorous diffraction
theory (i.e., Fourier modal method)19 was performed. In
order to simplify the simulations, a normal incidence
illumination and a linear multilayer grating profile were
assumed. The average of the intensities of transverse
electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes was
taken in order to reach an approximation for unpolarized
light. For antireflection surface illuminated at normal
incidence, the difference between TE and TM is small
but increases when the incident angle is increased.12 The
input/output media were assumed to be air, whereas the
grating consisted of the substrate material. Since the
present structures fulfill the subwavelength criteria for
the wavelength range under consideration, the calcula-
tions were limited to the zeroth-order diffraction only.
As can be seen from the SEM image shown in

Figure 2b, the AR surface obtained by BC patterning
has the shape of a truncated triangle (T-triangle). Thus,
in our simulations, a model of top-flatted triangles has
been considered, where a 10% top truncation with
respect to the period has been assumed. These calcu-
lations verify that the T-triangle grating profile shows a
goodmatch to our experimental results, as can be seen
from Figure 5, where comparisons between experi-
mental and simulation results for three grating periods
are shown. We observe a significant reduction in the
reflectance especially at the shorter wavelengths due

to the gradual change of the effective refractive index
in the modified grating region. Further optimization of
the T-triangle profile can lead to even more significant
improvement of the antireflection behavior in the red
and NIR regions. The mismatches between theory and
experiments, especially for larger periods in wave-
lengths below 300 nm, may be explained by taking
into account the random and varying periodicity and
shape of the BC patterns (see Figure 2). The lower
spatial frequencies in the surface pattern can cause
diffuse scattering, meaning that, for very short wave-
lengths, parts of the structure dimensions are no long-
er truly subwavelength. The proposed surface would
work as an antireflective one also for higher incidence
angles, but due to the shallowness, the performance
would not be optimal.12 By using a more selective
etching process, the pattern height could be increased
and wide-angle performance obtained.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated a fabrication method for
large-area subwavelength nanostructured fused silica
surfaces with superior AR performance by exploiting
the self-assembly of block copolymers. By selecting
suitable block copolymer blends and optimized etch-
ing process, the periodicity, duty cycle, depth, and the
profile of the nanostructures can be easily altered. With
a nanostructure profile having a shape of a truncated
triangle, the reflectance of fused silica was suppressed
up to a factor of 10 in a broad wavelength range from
NIR down to the deep-UV wavelengths. The rigorous
diffraction analysis confirmed that the broad-band AR
behavior of the fabricated surfaces is governed by the
triangular profile of the nanostructures. The continu-
ous nanopattern profile is shown to be highly bene-
ficial for antireflection performance because it gives
rise to gradual change in effective refractive index in
the modified grating region. On the basis of this
principle, our calculations indicate that further optimi-
zation of the nanostructure profiles will lead to better
AR properties in even a broader wavelength range. In
addition, given the low periodicities of the fabricated
nanostructures, they can clearly govern AR properties
also at higher incident angles. The presented fabrica-
tion method offers a low-cost alternative to obtain AR
surfaces and is particularly interesting for applications
on curved surfaces or in the UV range as well as in
applications where robustness against harsh environ-
ment or high light power is required.

METHODS

Subwavelength Pattern Fabrication. Block copolymer (BC) films
were formed on 0.5 mm thick, 4 in. size high-purity fused silica
(HPFS) wafers (Corning 7980, standard grade) covered by a 15 nm

thick thermally evaporated Cr layer. First, a benzocyclobutene
containing random copolymers of polystyrene (PS) and poly-
(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)25 (∼2% benzocyclobutene, 56%
polystyrene, 42% poly(methyl methacrylate)) was dissolved in

Figure 5. Experimental reflectance curves and comparison
to rigorous simulations for periods of 100, 76, and 48 nm.
The structures with higher periods (100 and 76 nm) have
well-defined antireflection properties over the visible wa-
velength range, whereas the 48 nm period significantly
reduces the reflection at the UV range.
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0.2 wt% toluene. The polymer was spun-cast onto the fused silica
(FS) substrate at 4000 rpm. The samplewasbaked at 190 �C for 4 h
to cross-link the film, and the un-cross-linked polymers were
removed by sonication in toluene, resulting in an approximately
7 nm thick polymermat. Next, block copolymer filmswere cast on
the mat-coated substrate to yield films having a thickness of 30
nm. Each BC or BC blend was annealed at 190 �C for 24 h in order
to yield lamellar domains oriented perpendicular to the substrate.
Pure BCs of polystyrene-block-poly(methylmethacrylate) with the
molecular weights of 50-b-54 kg/mol and 85-b-91 kg/mol were
used to produce structures with periods of 48 and 72 nm, respec-
tively. A blend of polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate)
(85-b-91 kg/mol) with homopolymers of polystyrene (46 kg/mol)
and poly(methyl methacrylate) (46 kg/mol) added in volume
fractions of 0.7, 0.15, and 0.15, respectively, were used to create
structures having 100 nm period.

By selective removal of PMMA, the PS structure was ob-
tainedwhichwas used as an etchingmask to penetrate through
a 15 nm thick Cr layer by plasma etching in Cl2/CO2 plasma
(100:100 sccm ratio and 280mTorr). The etching timewas varied
from 30 to 50 s in order to fully remove the exposed chromium
layer. Then, by using the Cr as a second mask, the nanopattern
was further transferred into the FS by reactive ion etching in
CHF3/O2 plasma (20:20 sccm ratio, 100 mTorr). The FS etching
time was varied between 3 and 12 min in order to obtain
structures with various depths with an etching speed between
13 and 16 nm/min. Finally, the residual Cr layer was removed by
wet chemical etching.

Optical Characterization. The transmission spectra T(λ) of the
AR surfaces were measured over a wavelength range of 250-
850 nm using a spectrometer from Perkin-Elmer (Lambda 9, UV/
vis/NIR spectrometer) in a dual beam (sample and reference
beam) configuration, and the nanostructured surface of the
sample was oriented toward the light source. The reflection
spectrum R1(λ) of the sample was determined from the trans-
mission data using the relation T(λ) = (1 - R1(λ) - R2(λ)). The
reflection spectrum R2(λ) of the unstructured exit side was
obtained by measuring the transmission spectrum T0(λ) of an
unpatterned region of the sample. As in these regions the
reflectivity of both sides can be assumed to be equal, R2(λ)
can be obtained from T0(λ) = (1- 2R2(λ)). In all our analysis, we
assume that diffuse scattering and absorption at the wave-
length range under consideration is negligible.
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